CREATE PHOTO COLLAGES IN A FEW CLICKS WITH AKVIS CHAMELEON 8.5

August 1, 2014 — AKVIS announces the update of its collage creation software AKVIS Chameleon.
Version 8.5 offers new Share feature, compatibility with Photoshop CC 2014, support for 64 bit.
AKVIS Chameleon is efficient photo collage creation software, available as a standalone program and
as a Photoshop plugin, in versions for Windows and Mac.
The software creates collages and montages smoothly and seamlessly, adjusting a pasted fragment to
a target color range. It is extremely easy to use as does not require precise selection of objects. You
can concentrate on the creative part and forget about complicated selection techniques.
With AKVIS Chameleon you will have a lot of fun while making photo collages!
The program works in 4 collage creation modes: Montage, Chameleon, Blend, Emersion; which
process images differently and give different results.
Create customized postcards for your loved ones, make a vacation memory collage or a wedding album
using all kinds of photos and backgrounds, correct closed eyes by implanting open eyes from another
photo of the series, etc. You can combine images with entirely different color ranges, to create the
effect of drawing on a texture surface (crumpled paper, wood, etc), and all that with only a mouseclick!
In Version 8.5:


Added the Share option that lets users publish pictures from the program to the social
networks and services: Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Tumblr, Google+, Dropbox.



Added compatibility of the plugin with Photoshop CC 2014.



Added support for 64 bit for Windows.



Fixed minor bugs.

Download AKVIS Chameleon v.8.5 and try all features of the software during the 10-day trial period!
Users who own versions 5.0-8.0 of AKVIS Chameleon can upgrade to v.8.5 for free!
The software runs on Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win 8 and on Mac OS X 10.4-10.9.
The product sells for $ 75.00, downloadable from akvis.com. Consult the comparison table for more
details about license types and versions of the software.
AKVIS (http://akvis.com) specializes in development of image processing software. Since the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products: standalone applications
and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Macintosh.

About the program: http://akvis.com/en/chameleon/index.php
Screenshot: http://akvis.com/en/chameleon/screenshots-image-combination.php
Download: http://akvis.com/en/chameleon/download-image-combination.php
Tutorial: http://akvis.com/en/chameleon-tutorial/index.php
Graphics: http://akvis.com/en/company/graphics.php
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